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Abstract: We construct the tensor hierarchy of generic, bosonic, 8-dimensional eld
theories. We rst study the form of the most general 8-dimensional bosonic theory with
Abelian gauge symmetries only and no massive deformations. This study determines the
tensors that occur in the Chern-Simons terms of the (electric and magnetic) eld strengths
and the action for the electric elds, which we determine. Having constructed the most
general Abelian theory we study the most general gaugings of its global symmetries and
the possible massive deformations using the embedding tensor formalism, constructing the
complete tensor hierarchy using the Bianchi identities. We nd the explicit form of all
the eld strengths of the gauged theory up to the 6-forms. Finally, we nd the equations
of motion comparing the Noether identities with the identities satised by the Bianchi
identities themselves. We nd that some equations of motion are not simply the Bianchi
identities of the dual elds, but combinations of them.
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Introduction
Over the last years, a great eort has been made to explore the most general eld theories.
This exploration has been motivated by two main reasons. First of all there is the need
to search for viable candidates to describe the fundamental interactions known to us (spe-
cially gravity) and the universe at the cosmological scale, solving the theoretical problems
encountered by the theories available today. The second reason is the desire to map the

















In the String Theory context, the landscape of N = 1; d = 4 vacua has focused most of
the attention, but more general compactications have also been studied. At the level of the
eective eld theories the exploration has been carried out within the space of supergravity
theories. Most ungauged supergravity theories (excluding those of higher order in curva-
ture) and some of the gauged ones have been constructed in the past century [1], but the
space of possible gaugings and massive deformations (related to uxes, symmetry enhance-
ments etc. in String theory) has started to be studied in a systematic way more recently with
the introduction of the embedding-tensor formalism in refs. [2{4]. The formalism was devel-
oped in the context of the study of the gauging of N = 8; d = 4 supergravity in refs. [5, 6],
but it has later been used in theories with less supersymmetry in dierent dimensions.1
The embedding-tensor formalism comes with a bonus: the tensor hierarchy [6, 8{11].
Using electric and magnetic vector elds in d = 4 dimensions as gauge elds requires the
introduction of 2-form-potentials in the theory, which would be dual to the scalars. In
d = 6 dimensions certain gaugings require the introduction of magnetic 2-form and 3-form
potentials [12]. But the addition of higher-rank potentials does not stop there: as a general
rule, the construction of gauge-invariant eld strengths for the new p-form elds requires
the introduction of (p + 1)-form elds with Stuckelberg couplings. This leads to a tensor
hierarchy that includes all the electric and magnetic elds of the theory and opens up the
systematic construction of gauged theories: construct the hierarchy using gauge invariance
as a principle expressed through the Bianchi identities and nd the equations of motion by
using the duality relations between electric and magnetic elds of ranks p and d  p  2.
This approach has been used in refs. [10, 13] to construct the most general 4-, 5-
and 6-dimensional eld theories2 with gauge invariance with at most two derivatives. In
this paper we want to consider the 8-dimensional case and construct the most general 8-
dimensional eld theory with gauge invariance and of second order in derivatives in the
action: tensor hierarchy, Bianchi identities, eld strengths, duality relations and action.3
One of our main motivations for considering this problem (besides the construction
of the most general 8-dimensional gauge theories) is to simplify and systematize the con-
struction of maximal 8-dimensional supergravities with SO(3) gaugings. All these theories
will be equivalent from an 8-dimensional point of view, because, as shown in refs. [15, 16]
and unlike the SO(8)-gauged N = 8; d = 4 supergravities constructed in [17], they are all
related by SL(2;R) duality transformations that can be understood as a dierent changes
of variables.4 Thus, the simplest mechanical procedure to obtain them from 11-dimensional
supergravity would be to perform the standard Scherk-Schwarz reduction [18] that gives an
1See, for instance, chapter 2 in ref. [7], which contains a pedagogical introduction to the formalism and
references.
2Not only supergravities, since the use of the embedding-tensor formalism is not restricted to supergravity
theories.
3The tensor hierarchy of maximal 8-dimensional supergravity has been constructed in ref. [14] in the
context if exceptional eld theory.
4These changes of variables are non-local in terms of the fundamental (electric) elds of the theory
although they are purely local in terms of the elds that occur in the tensor hierarchy (both electric and
magnetic). Thus, from the standard point of view, since they include electric-magnetic duality rotations,

















8-dimensional SO(3)-gauged maximal supergravity in which the 3 Kaluza-Klein vectors play
the role of gauge elds [19]5 and then perform the SL(2;R) duality transformations men-
tioned above. This can be, technically, quite complicated as electric-magnetic duality trans-
formations are involved. The Kaluza-Klein triplet of vector elds are the rst component of
a SL(2;R) doublet and, after the duality transformations, the gauge elds are no longer the
rst component of that doublet, but a general linear combination of the rst and the second.
The 8-dimensional SL(2;R) duality transformations have no clear 11-dimensional coun-
terpart, though, and the SO(3)-gauged maximal supergravities in which the triplet of gauge
elds are not the rst component of the SL(2;R) doublet obtained in this way cannot be
uplifted to 11 dimenisions: the only way to uplift an 8-dimensional solution of these the-
ories would be to undo rst the SL(2;R) rotation converting the solution in a solution of
the Salam-Sezgin theory. In other words: there is no known way of dimensional reduce
11-dimensional supergravity to obtain directly any of the SL(2;R)-rotated SO(3)-gauged
8-dimensional maximal supergravities. This makes all these theories, which are equivalent
from the 8-dimensional point of view, interesting to obtain explicitly and the general results
that we are going to obtain here will allow us to do so in a systematic and rather painless
way.
There is one possible exception to the statement that only the Salam-Sezgin theory
can be obtained directly from 11-dimensional supergravity, though: the SO(3)-gauged 8-
dimensional maximal supergravity in which the triplet of gauge elds are the second com-
ponent of the SL(2;R) doublet (they are, precisely, those coming from the reduction of the
11-dimensional 3-form) was obtained in ref. [22] by dimensional reduction of a non-covariant
deformation of 11-dimensional supergravity proposed in ref. [23, 24].6 Since this theory was
obtained through a very non-standard procedure, we think it is important to check that
this procedure yields the correct result. Being able to construct all the SO(3)-gauged 8-
dimensional maximal supergravities in a systematic way will also allow us to do so as well.
One may, then, perhaps, nd more general non-covariant deformations of 11-dimensional
supergravity leading to the rest of SO(3)-gauged 8-dimensional maximal supergravities.
The problems involving the SO(3)-gauged 8-dimensional maximal supergravities and
their possible 11-dimensional origin will be addressed in a forthcoming publication [26].
In this paper we want to consider the general deformations (gaugings and massive trans-
formations) of generic 8-dimensional theories, which is an interesting problem by itself
whose solution will provide us with the most general theories with gauge symmetry in 8
dimensions up to two derivatives.
The construction of the most general 8-dimensional theory with gauge symmetry and
at most two derivatives, and this paper, are organized as follows: rst, in section 1, we
study the structure and symmetries (including electric-magnetic dualities of the 3-form po-
5Other, more general, gaugings can be obtained via Scherk-Schwarz reduction [20, 21], but it is always
the Kaluza-Klein vectors that play the role of gauge elds.
6Many gauged supergravities whose 11-dimensional origin is unkonown or, in more modern parlance,
they contain non-geometrical uxes (like Roman's 10-dimensional massive supergravity or alternative, in-
equivalent gaugings of other theories) can be obtained systematically from this non-covariant deformation

















tentials) of generic (up to second order in derivatives) 8-dimensional theories with Abelian
gauge symmetry and no Chern-Simons terms.
In section 2, we consider Abelian, massless deformations of those theories, which con-
sist, essentially, in the introduction via some constant \d-tensors" of Chern-Simons terms in
the eld strengths and action. The new intereactions are required to preserve the Abelian
gauge symmetries and, formally, the symplectic structure of the electric-magnetic duality
transformations of the 3-form potentials. We determine explicitly the form of all the electric
and magnetic eld strengths up to the 7-form eld strengths, and give the gauge-invariant
action in terms of the electric potentials. This will be our starting point for the next stage.
In section 3 we consider the most general gauging and massive deformations
(Stuckelberg couplings) of the Abelian theory constructed in the previous section using
the embedding-tensor formalism. We proceed as in refs. [7, 13], nding Bianchi identities
for eld strengths from the identities satised by the Bianchi identities of the lower-rank
eld strengths and, then, solving them. We have found the Bianchi identities satised by
all the eld strengths and we have managed to nd the explicit form of the eld strengths
up to the 6-form.
In this approach, the \d-tensors" that dene the Chern-Simons terms will be treated
in a dierent way as in ref. [13]: they will not be treated as deformations of the theory to
be gauged, but as part of its denition. Therefore, we will not associate to them any dual
7-form potentials.
In section 4 we study the construction of an action for the theory. The equations
of motion are related to the Bianchi identities by the duality relations between electric
and magnetic eld strengths, but, at least in this case, they are not directly equal to
them. In general they can be combinations of the Bianchi identities. To nd the right
combinations we derive the Noether identities that the o-shell equations of motion of
these theories should satisfy as a consistency condition that follows from gauge invariance.
Then, we compare those Noether identities with the identities satised by the Bianchi
identities. Once the equations of motion have been determined in this way, we proceed to
the construction of the action, which we achieve up to terms that only contain 1-forms and
their derivatives, whose form is too complicated.
Section 5 contains our conclusions and the main formulae (eld strengths, Bianchi
identities etc.) of the ungauged and gauged theories are collected in the appendices to
simplify their use.
1 Ungauged d = 8 theories
In this section we are going to consider the construction of generic (bosonic) d = 8 theories
coupled to gravity containing terms of second order or lower in derivatives of any given
eld.7 The eld content of a generic d = 8 theory are the metric g , scalar elds 
x,
1-form elds AI = AIdx
, 2-form elds Bm =
1
2Bmdx





 ^ dx ^ dx. For the moment, we place no restrictions on the range of the


















indices labeling these elds nor on the symmetry groups that may act on them leaving the
theory invariant.
We are going to start by the simplest theory one can construct with these elds to
later gauge it and deform it in dierent ways.
The simplest eld strengths one can construct for these elds are their exterior deriva-
tives:
F I  dAI ; Hm  dBm ; Ga  dCa : (1.1)
They are invariant under the gauge transformations
A
I = dI ; Bm = dm ; C
a = da ; (1.2)
where the local parameters I ; m; 
a are, respectively, 0-, 1-, and 2-forms.
The most general gauge-invariant action which one can write for these elds is
S =
Z 
  ? 1R+ 1
2
Gxydx ^ ?dy + 1
2











where the kinetic matrices Gxy;MIJ ;Mmn;=mNab as well as the matrix <eNab are scalar-
dependent.8 One could add CS terms to this action, but this possibility will arise naturally
in what follows.








= Ra   <eNabGb  =mNab ? Gb : (1.5)
These equations can be solved locally by introducing a set of dual 3-forms Ca implicitly
dened through their eld strengths Ga
Ra = Ga  dCa : (1.6)






; Gi  dCi ; (1.7)
so that the equations of motion and the Bianchi identities for the fundamental eld
strengths take the simple form
dGi = 0 : (1.8)
In other words: we have traded an equation of motion by a Bianchi identity and a
duality relation. In what follows we will do the same for all the elds in the action so
8If <eNab is constant, then the last term is a total derivative.




^ x + S
AI
^ AI + S
Bm
^ Bm + S
Ca
^ Ca : (1.4)

















that, in the end, we will have only a set of Bianchi identities and a set of duality relations
between magnetic and electric elds.
The vector of eld strengths Gi satises the following linear, twisted, self-duality con-
straint












is the symplectic metric and
(Wij(N ))   





T =W 1 ; (1.11)
is a symplectic symmetric matrix.10 The equations (1.8) are formally invariant under
arbitrary GL(2n3;R) transformations (n3 being the number of fundamental 3-forms) but,
just as it happens for 1-forms in d = 4, the self-duality constraint eq. (1.9) is only preserved
by Sp(2n3;R). As usual, the only Sp(2n3;R) transformations which are true symmetries
of the equations of motion are those associated to the transformations of the scalars which
are isometries of Gxy and which also induce linear transformations of the other kinetic
matrices. We will discuss this point in more detail later on.
The dualization of the other elds does not lead to any further restrictions.
In what follows we are going to generalize the simple Abelian theory that we have
constructed by deforming it, adding new couplings. We will use two guiding principles:
preservation of gauge symmetry (even if it needs to be deformed as well) and preservation
of the formal symplectic invariance that we have just discussed.
2 Abelian, massless deformations
The deformations that we are going to consider in this section consist, essentially, in the
introduction of CS terms in the eld strengths and in the action. Stuckelberg coupling will
be considered later. Only the 3- and 4-form eld strengths admit these massless Abelian
deformations. It is convenient to start by considering this simple modication of Ga:11
Ga = dCa + daI
mF IBm ; (2.1)
where daI
m is a constant tensor. The gauge transformations need to be deformed accord-
ingly:
A
I = dI ; Bm = dm ; C
a = da   daImF Im : (2.2)
10Basically the same that occurs in d = 4 theories, M(N ) see e.g. ref. [27]. We use a slightly dierent
convention for the sake of convenience and M(N ) = M( N ) due to the unconventional sign on the
denition of Ga.


















The action eq. (1.3) remains gauge-invariant but the formal symplectic invariance is broken:
if we do not modify the action, the dual 4-form eld strengths are just Ga = dCa and
Sp(2n3;R) cannot rotate these into Ga in eq. (2.1). Furthermore, the 1-form and 2-form
equations of motion do not have a symplectic-invariant form.
This problem can be solved by adding a CS term to the action:
SCS =
Z
f daImdCaF IBmg ; (2.3)






= Ra   daImF IBm : (2.4)
The local solution is now
dCa  Ra   daImF IBm ; (2.5)
and, since Ra is gauge-invariant, the dual, gauge-invariant, eld strength must be dened by
Ra = dCa + daI















does. Then, we can dene the symplectic vector of 4-form eld strengths
Gi = dCi + diI
mF IBm ; (2.7)
invariant under the deformed gauge transformations
A
I = dI ; Bm = dm ; C
i = di   diImF Im : (2.8)
However, the deformed gauge transformations do not leave invariant the CS term
eq. (2.3). The only solution12 is to add another term of the form13
SCS =
Z 







provided the following constraint holds:
da(I
[mdaJ)
n] = 0 ; so di(I
mdiJ)
n = 0 : (2.10)
Observe that we are just using formal symplectic invariance:14 the symplectic vector
diI
m is transformed into a dierent one. Thus, in general, one gets Sp(2n3;R) multiplets
of theories, except when diI
m is a symplectic invariant tensor,15 which requires, at least,
12We have not found any other.
13We use the compact notation AIJ::: = AIAJ    , F IJ::: = F IF J    , Bmn::: = BmBn    etc., where we
have suppressed the wedge product symbols.
14In other words: we are just saying that these theories, as the 4-dimensional ones, have a natural
symplectic structure that should be reected in the indices of these tensors. The theories may or may not
have any symmetries but, if they do, they will be embedded in the symplectic group and the deformation
tensors must transform in denite representations of the symplectic group.

















one of the indices I or m to be a symplectic index. In most cases the part of the symmetry
group of the theory acting on the 3-forms, while embedded in Sp(2n3;R), will be a much
smaller group and, then, full symplectic invariance of diI
m may not be required.
As a nice check of the formal symplectic invariance of the deformed theory, we can check
this invariance on the dual eld strengths of the remaining elds,16 which is tantamount
to checking the invariance of the equations of motion of the fundamental elds.
Using the duality relation Ra = Ga the equations of motion of the 1-forms can be











= 0 ; (2.11)
and can be solved by identifying all the terms inside the brackets with d ~AI , where ~AI is
a set of 5-forms. Taking into account gauge invariance, the 6-form eld strengths ~FI have
the following denition, duality relation and Bianchi identities:




nF JBmn ; (2.12)
~FI = MIJ ? F J ; (2.13)
d ~FI = diI
mGiHm ; (2.14)
and the equations of motion are of the 1-forms given by the Bianchi identities of the dual





d ~FI   diImGiHm
o
: (2.15)
Using the duality relation Ra = Ga and following the same steps for the 2-forms , we
nd
~Hm = d ~Bm + diI
mF ICi ; (2.16)
~Hm = Mmn ? Hn ; (2.17)
d ~Hm =  diImGiF I ; (2.18)
and the equations of motion of the 2-forms are given by the Bianchi identities of the dual









This completes the rst Abelian deformation. The second non-trivial deformation of
Ga that one could consider is the addition of a CS 4-form term  daIJKAIF JAK . The
gauge transformation of this term is not a total derivative and we cannot make Ga gauge-
invariant by deforming the gauge transformation rule of Ca only: we must also deform that
of Bm, which, in its turn, induces a deformation of Hm by addition of a CS 3-form term.

















Since the deformation of Hm is essentially unique, it is more convenient to start from this
side and redene
Hm = dBm   dmIJF IAJ ; (2.20)
where dmIJ = dmJI
17 which is invariant under the gauge transformations
A
I = dI ; Bm = dm + dmIJF
IJ ; (2.21)
and satises the Bianchi identities
dHm =  dmIJF IJ : (2.22)












Adding a CS 4-form term to Ga
Ga = dCa + daI












IF JK + (1  )F IJK : (2.25)
The last term can be made to vanish by simply requiring
daI
mdmJK = (  1)da(J jmdmjK)I : (2.26)
Symmetrizing both sides of this equation w.r.t. IJK we conclude that
da(IjmdmjJK) = 0 ; (2.27)
and going back to the original (unsymmetrized) equation this implies that  = 1=3. We
arrive to the eld strength, gauge transformation and Bianchi identities
Ga = dCa + daI




IF JAK ; (2.28)
C




IF JAK  AIF JK) ; (2.29)
dGa = daI
mF IHm : (2.30)
If these deformations are going to preserve formal symplectic invariance, we expect
that these results extend to the dual 3-forms and 4-forms eld strengths, that is:
Gi = dCi + diI




IF JAK ; (2.31)
C




IF JAK  AIF JK) ; (2.32)
dGi = diI
mF IHm ; (2.33)


















di(IjmdmjJK) = 0 : (2.34)
This requires the introduction of new CS terms in the action. If we dene the CS
terms in the 4-form eld strengths by Gi (Gi = dCi+Gi), then we expect the following









Instead of checking in detail the gauge-invariance of these terms, it is more convenient
to take the formal exterior derivative and check whether it is entirely given in terms of
the gauge-invariant eld strengths found above. If it is not, it should fail only by a total
derivative which we can compensate by adding the corresponding terms to the action.
We have found that one has to relate di(IjmdijJ)n to the tensor dmIJ . The relation can
be established by introducing a new tensor dmnp =  dnmp and is given by
di(IjmdijJ)n =  2dmnpdpIJ : (2.36)
Observe that di[IjmdijJ ]n does not necessarily vanish.
Using the above relation we nd a result of the expected form18
dfdCaGa + 1
2







































Observe that only the completely antisymmetric part of dmnp enters the action, even
though we have only assumed it to be antisymmetric in the rst two indices. We will
henceforth assume that dmnp is completely antisymmetric.
Now, as a nal check of the consistency of our results, we can compute the dual eld
strengths ~Hm and ~FI , which should be formally symplectic invariant if the theory is, and
their Bianchi identities, which should be given entirely in terms of other eld strengths if
the theory is indeed gauge invariant.
18We use repeatedly the identity
2diI
mdiJ


























~Hm = d ~Bm + diI
mCiF






d ~Hm = diI
mGiF
I + dmnpHnp ; (2.41)

















































d ~FI = 2dmIJF
J ~Hm + diI
mGiHm : (2.43)
The duality relations are the same as in the undeformed case.
As a further check of this construction, taking the exterior derivative of the Bianchi
identities of all the eld strengths one nds consistent results upon use of the properties of
the deformation tensors diI
m; dmIJ ; d
mnp.
We will not compute the gauge transformations of the higher-rank form elds since
they will not be necessary in what follows.
2.1 The 6-form potentials and their 7-form eld strengths
On general grounds (see [28] and references therein) the 6-form potentials are expected to
be the duals of the scalars. However, maintaining the manifest invariances of the theory in
the dualization procedure requires the introduction of as many 6-forms DA as generators of
global transformations A leaving the equations of motion (not just the action) invariant.
Hence, the index A labels the adjoint representation of the duality group. The 7-form eld
strengths KA are the Hodge duals of the piece j
()
A () of the Noether-Gaillard-Zumino
(NGZ) conserved 1-form currents jA = j
()
A () + jA associated to those symmetries (or,
better, dualities) [29] which only depend on the scalar elds19
KA    ? j()A ; (2.44)
and their Bianchi identities follow from the conservation law for those currents
dKA = d ? j
()
A = d ? (j
NGZ
A  jA) =  d ?jA ; (2.45)
where we have used the conservation of the NGZ current.
19This is the contribution of the -model to the Noether current. The symmetries of the equations of
motion are necessarily symmetries of the -model, i.e. isometries of the -model metric Gxy() generated
by Killing vectors kA
x. The indices A;B;C label the symmetries of the theory and, therefore, run over the
adjoint representation of the Lie algebra of that symmetry group G. The contribution of the -model to




















The simplest procedure to compute jA is to contract the equations of motion of the
scalars with the Killing vectors kA
x() of the -model metric Gxy(), which is given by
S
x






@xMIJF I ^ ?F J + 1
2
@xMmnHm ^ ?Hn +Ga@xGa :
(2.46)












We must now use the fact that the isometry generated by kA will only be a symmetry
of the equations of motion if20
kA
x@xMIJ =  2TAK (IMJ)K ;
kA
x@xMmn = 2TA(mpMn)p ;
kA
x@xNab =  TAab  NacTAcb + TAacNcb +NacTAcdNdb ;
(2.48)














are generators of the symmetry group G in the representation in which the 1-forms, 2-forms
and 3-forms transform
[TA; TB] = fAB
CTC ; [kA; kB] =  fABCkC : (2.50)
As we have discussed, this implies that the matrices TA
i





k]i = 0 : (2.51)
Upon use of the duality relations between eld strengths, we nd that
  kAx S
x











ij = 0 ; (2.52)
on shell. The exterior derivative of the whole expression vanishes due to the Bianchi




and dmnp under the A transformations:














qjnp] = 0 :
(2.53)
20The transformation rule for the period matrix is unconventional because our denition of the lower
component of the symplectic vector of 4-form eld strengths, Ga = Ra is unconventional (the sign is the

















This means that we can rewrite that equation locally as the conservation of the NGZ
current
d ? jNGZA = 0 ; j
NGZ
A  j()A + jA ; (2.54)
where jA is a very long and complicated expression whose explicit form will not be useful
for us. A local solution is provided by ?[j
()
A + jA] =  dDA for the 6-form potential DA
and we get the denition of the 7-form eld strength
? j
()
A =  dDA + ?jA  KA : (2.55)
Its Bianchi identity is given by





In the kind of theories that we are considering here there is no reason to include
potentials of rank higher than 6, unless we introduce a scalar potential depending on
new coupling constants: one can then introduce 7-form potentials dual to those coupling
constants. Since the introduction of these parameters would be purely ad hoc, we will
postpone the study of this duality to the next section in which we will be able to use in
the denition of the scalar potential the embedding tensor and the massive deformation
parameters, which have well-dened properties.
One can also generalize the theory by adding a scalar potential. This addition is
associated to the introduction of new deformation parameters. In gauged supergravity,
which is the main case of interest, these deformation parameters are the components of the
embedding tensor and the scalar potential arises in the gauging procedure, associated to
the fermion shifts in the fermion's supersymmetry transformations. Thus, it is natural to
deal with the scalar potential in the next section too.
The results obtained in this and the previous section are summarized in appendix A.
3 Non-Abelian and massive deformations: the tensor hierarchy
The next step in the construction of the most general d = 8 eld theory is the gauging
of the global symmetries of the theory. The most general possibilities can be explored
using the embedding tensor formalism21 and in this section we are going to set it up for
the Abelian theories we have just found.22 For the sake of convenience we are going to
reproduce some of the formulae obtained above.
The starting point is the assumption that the equations of motion of the theory are
invariant under a global symmetry group with innitesimal generators fTAg satisfying the
algebra
[TA; TB] = fAB
CTC : (3.1)
21In this section we will follow ref. [7], where the essential references on the embedding tensor formalism
can be found. We will also use the same notation.
22Observer that, in general, the theories that we are considering are just the bosonic sector of a theory
that also contains fermions and whose symmetry group may include symmetries that only act on them. The

















The group acts linearly on all the forms of rank  1, including the 3-forms if the electric






as explained above and codify electric-magnetic transformations involving the
scalars. The matrices that represent the generators are denoted by fTAIJg; fTAmng; fTAijg
and the adjoint generators are TA
B
C = fAC
B. The matrices TA
i



















J ; Bm =  ATAnmBn ; Ci = ATAijCj ;
 ~AI =  ATAJI ~AJ ;  ~Bm = ATAmn ~Bn ;
(3.3)
(the dual potentials transform in the dual covariant-contravariant representation).
The kinetic matrices MIJ ;Mmn;Wij(N ) also transform linearly: if   AA
AMIJ =  2TAK (IMJ)K ; AMmn = 2TA(mpMn)p ; AWij =  2TAk(iWj)k ; (3.4)
but the period matrix undergoes fractional-linear transformations which, innitesimally,
take the form
















The k-form eld strengths will transform in the same representation as the correspond-
ing (k 1)-form potential, but only if the d-tensors dmIJ ; diIm and dmnp are invariant under
the global symmetry group, i.e. if they must satisfy














qjnp] = 0 :
(3.6)
The theories we have constructed are invariant under Abelian gauge transformations
with 0-, 1- and 2-form parameters I ; m; 
i:
A
I  dI ; Bm  dm ; Ci  di : (3.7)
In order to gauge the global symmetries, we promote the global parameters A to local
ones A(x) and we identify them with some combinations of the gauge parameters of the
1-forms I via the embedding tensor #I
A as follows:
A  I#IA : (3.8)
Using this redenition in the transformation of the kinetic matrices MIJ ;Mmn;Wij one
immediately nds their gauge transformations:


















where we have dened the matrices
XI
J
K  #IATAJK ; XImn  #IATAmn : XI ij  #IATAij : (3.10)
The gauge elds for these symmetries are given by
AA  AI#IA : (3.11)
With them we can construct gauge-covariant derivatives, which we will then use to derive
Bianchi identities.
Is is convenient to start by constructing the covariant derivatives of the kinetic matrices
MIJ ;Mmn;Wij(N ) which transform linearly. According to the general rule, the covariant
derivative of a eld  transforming as A is given by
D  d AAA : (3.12)
Then, with the above denition of gauge elds
DMmn = dMmn   2AIXI (mpMn)p ; (3.13)
DMIJ = dMIJ + 2ALXLK (IMJ)K ; (3.14)
DWij = dWij + 2AIXIk(iWj)k : (3.15)
These derivatives transform covariantly under gauge transformations  = 
I#I
AA
provided that the embedding tensor is gauge-invariant
#I
A = 0 ; (3.16)
and provided that the 1-forms transform as
A




A = 0 ;
DI = dI  AJXJ IKK ;
(3.17)









= 0 : (3.18)
To determine A
I we have to construct the gauge-covariant 2-form eld strengths F I .
3.1 2-form eld strengths
The simplest way to nd the 2-form eld strengths F I is through the Ricci identities. A
straightforward calculation using the quadratic constraint eq. (3.18) leads to
DDMmn =  F I#IAAMmn ; (3.19)
and analogous equations for MIJ and Wij(N ), with





JK + F I ; where F I#I

























I =  DAI + 2X(J IK)







Given the eld content of the theory, the natural candidate to F I and A
I are
F I = ZI mBm ; A
I =  ZI mm ; (3.23)
where the new tensor ZI m is gauge-invariant and orthogonal to the embedding tensor:
Z
I m = 0 ; (3.24)
ZI m#I
A = 0 : (3.25)
Then, the consistency of eq. (3.22) with the above choice requires
#(J jATAI jK) = ZI mdmJK ; (3.26)
for some tensor dmJK = dmKJ which will turn out to coincide with the tensor we introduced
as an Abelian deformation in the previous sections.
We conclude that23












I = DI   ZI mm ; (3.29)
Bm = Dm + 2dmJK






+ Bm ; with Z
I mBm = 0 : (3.30)
In the ungauged limit #I
A = ZI m = 0 we get the Abelian gauge transformations of the
2-form eq. (2.21) if we identify the above 1-form m (relabeled gm) with m  dmIJAIJ ,
gm = m   dmIJAIJ ; (3.31)
conrming the identication of the d-tensor. Using that variable makes the non-Abelian
gauge transformations more complicated and, therefore, we will stick to the above m.
3.2 3-form eld strengths
Again, the shortest way to nd Bm and the gauge-covariant 3-form eld strength Hm is
through the Bianchi identities. Taking the covariant derivative of the 2-form eld strength,







23On general grounds, we expect a term of the form  IXInmBn in the gauge transformation rule of


















DF I = ZI mHm ; (3.33)
where





IJK + Hm ; with Z
I mHm = 0 : (3.34)
In the ungauged limit #I
A = ZI m = 0 we recover the Abelian 3-form eld strength in
eq. (2.20). On the other hand, by construction, the above eld strength is gauge-covariant
up to terms annihilated by ZI m under eqs. (3.29) and (3.30). To show this explicitly, we
will need further identities between the tensors of the theory that are more easily discovered
by computing rst the 4-form eld strengths.
3.3 4-form eld strengths
From this moment, following ref. [13], we will determine the general form of the eld
strengths using the Bianchi identities and their consistency relations. This procedure yields
gauge-covariant eld strengths and one can later nd explicitly the gauge transformations
of the elds that produce that result.
Thus, we take the covariant derivative of both sides of eq. (3.33), use the Ricci identity
eq. (3.19) for the l.h.s. and the explicit form of Hm in eq. (3.34) for the r.h.s., and we nd
the Bianchi identity for Hm to be
DHm =  dmIJF IJ + DHm ; where ZI mDHm = 0 : (3.35)
DHm has to be gauge-invariant and scalar-independent and the only possibility is a 4-
form combination of eld strengths. F I ^ F J has already been used and we must use
Gi, whose explicit form will be determined by consistency. We need to introduce a new
gauge-invariant tensor Zim orthogonal to Z
I m
ZI mZjm = 0 ; (3.36)
and, then, we arrive to the Bianchi identity
DHm =  dmIJF IJ + ZimGi : (3.37)
A direct calculation of DHm using the explicit expression of Hm in eq. (3.34) with
Hm = ZimC










m coincides with the one we introduced as an Abelian deformation.
We get
Gi = DCi + diIn

F IBn   1
2































i = 0 : (3.40)
These 4-form eld strengths reduce exactly to the Abelian ones in eq. (2.31).
Now we are ready to check explicitly using the identity/constraint eq. (3.38) that Hm
in eq. (3.34) with Hm = ZimC
i is gauge covariant up to terms proportional to Zim, which
are automatically annihilated by ZI m. We nd that
C












i = 0 ;
Bm =  Zimi :
(3.41)
These gauge transformations reduce to the Abelian ones eq. (2.32) upon use of the












3.4 5-form eld strengths
Taking, once again, the covariant derivatives of both sides of the Bianchi identity for Hm,
eq. (3.37), and using the Bianchi identity for F I , eq. (3.33) and the newly introduced tensor
diI
m, we nd that
DGi = diImF IHm   Zim ~Hm ; (3.43)
where Zim is a new gauge-invariant tensor orthogonal to Zim
ZimZin = 0 ; (3.44)
and where the sign of that term has been chosen so as to get the same signs as in the
ungauged case. In principle these two tensors could be completely unrelated (except for
the constraints). However, since, in the physical theory, Gi is self-dual and ~Hm is the
electric-magnetic dual of Hm, it is natural to expect that the same tensors appear in both
eld strengths. Thus, we are going to assume that Zim has been obtained from Zjm by
raising the index with the symplectic metric tensor 
ij , that is
Zim  
jiZjm : (3.45)
Then, there is no new constraint associated to its gauge invariance and, we just have
the constraint eq. (3.44) analogous to a constraint satised by the embedding tensor in
4-dimensional eld theories.
3.5 6-form eld strengths
Taking the covariant derivative of both sides of the Bianchi identity for Gi, eq. (3.43) and

















introduce three new tensors diI




j =  ZimdjIm ; (3.46)
diI
[mjZI jn] =  Zipdpmn ; (3.47)
di(IjmdmjJK) =  ZipdpIJK : (3.48)
Lowering the i indices in the rst equation with ik and taking into account that XI[kj] = 0,







and rewrite the constraint as
XIij =  2Z(ijmdjj)Im : (3.50)
Using these constraints and the same reasoning as in the previous cases we nd the
next Bianchi identity and we can also solve it24
D ~Hm =  diImGiF I + dmnpHnp + dmIJKF IJK + ZI m ~FI ; (3.51)
~Hm = D ~Bm   diImF ICi + 2dmnpBn




































+ZIm ~AI ; (3.52)
3.6 7-form eld strengths
Provided that we impose the additional constraint25
di(I
mdjijJ)n + 2dmnpdpIJ + 3dmIJKZK n = +3dnIJKZKm ; (3.53)
the covariant derivative of the Bianchi identity eq. (3.51) leads to the Bianchi identity for
the 6-form eld strengths
D ~FI = 2dmIJF J ~Hm + diImGiHm   3dmIJKF JKHm   #IAKA ; (3.54)
































Bmn   diImBmGi +    (3.55)
where we are denoting by Gi the part of Gi that only contains 1-forms AI and their
derivatives dAI .
24Actually, it is easier to nd ~Hm from the previous Bianchi identity eq. (3.43) taking the covariant
derivative of the 4-form eld strengths Gi in eq. (3.39) with Gi =  Zim ~Bm.

















3.7 8-form eld strengths
Taking the covariant derivative of eq. (3.54) and using several of the constraints imposed
above, we nd that
#I







According to the general arguments in ref. [28] the last term must vanish. It cannot
arise in the Bianchi identity of the dual Noether-Gaillard-Zumino current associated to the
global symmetries of the theory. Thus, we impose
dm(IJd
m
KLM) = 0 ; (3.57)
and, from the denition of the X tensors, we get






] is a tensor orthogonal to the embedding tensor
#I
AYA
] = 0 ; (3.59)
and where the index ] runs over all the deformation tensors introduced so far, that we are
going to denote collectively by c]. As argued in ref. [13], the natural candidates for the YA
]





where A runs over the whole Lie algebra of the global symmetry group, because all the





]  QI ] = 0 ; (3.61)
where we have dened the constraints QA].
At this point there are two possibilities:
1. We can consider that all the independent tensors26 f#IA; ZIm; Zim; dmIJ ; diImg are
deformations of the original theory introduced at the same time as the gauging of
the global symmetries of the original symmetry is carried out. In this case they only
have to be invariant under the global symmetries that have been gauged and not the
stronger condition
Ac
] = 0 ; (3.62)
for any of them.

















2. We can consider only the tensors f#IA; ZIm; Zimg are deformations of the original the-
ory, whose denition includes the tensors f dmIJ ; diImg. In this case, the latter must
be invariant under the whole global symmetry group by hypothesis. The correspond-
ing YA
] tensors are assumed to vanish identically, before they are contracted with the
embedding tensor. This is the point of view that we have adopted here and it implies
that there are only three sets of 8-form eld strengths fL]g = fLAI ; LIm; Limg and
only three corresponding sets of 7-form potentials fE]g = fEAI ; EIm; Eimg which
are dual to the deformation tensors f#IA; ZIm; Zimg. In an action in which these
tensors are generalized to spacetime-dependent elds, these dual potentials appear
as Lagrange multipliers enforcing their constancy [10, 30].
We, thus, have to consider three constraints associated to gauge invariance
QIJA  #IBYBJA ; YBJA  B#JA =  TBKJ#KA + TBAC#JC ; (3.63)
QIJm  #IBYBJm ; YBJm  BZJm = TBJKZKm + TBmnZJn ; (3.64)
QIim  #IBYBim ; YBim  BZim =  TBjiZjm   TBnmZin ; (3.65)
and two constraints associated to global invariance
QAmIJ  YAmIJ =  AdmIJ = TAnmdnIJ + 2TKA (IdjmjJ)K ; (3.66)
QAiIm  YAiIm = AdiIm = TAijdjIm   TAJIdiJm + TAmndiIn ; (3.67)
and the nal form of the Bianchi identity for the 7-form eld strengths is








The occurrence of these YA
] has to be conrmed by taking again the covariant deriva-
tive of this Bianchi identity.
3.8 9-form eld strengths
Taking the covariant derivative of both sides of the Bianchi identity eq. (3.68) we arrive to27
YAI
B
DLBI + F IKB+ YAIm hDLIm + ~FIHmi+ YAim hDLim +Gi ~Hmi
+QAmIJ ~HmF IJ +QAiImGiF IHm = 0 :
(3.69)
Since we have assumed28 QAmIJ = QAiIm = 0, we arrive to the Bianchi identities
DLBI =  F IKB  WBIM ; (3.70)
DLIm =   ~FIHm  WImM ; (3.71)
DLim =  Gi ~Hm  W imM ; (3.72)
27By direct computation we have not found any constraint or YA
] tensor associated to either dmIJK or
dmnp.
28Observe that, the alternative assumption is equally valid and can be made to work by including the
























 = 0 : (3.73)
As shown in ref. [13] these tensors are nothing but the derivatives of all the constraints
satised by the deformation tensors (labeled by ) with respect to the deformation tensors
themselves. This means that there are as many 9-form eld strengths M and correspond-
ing 8-form potentials N as constraints Q = 0. In a general action the top-form potentials
N would occur as the Lagrange multipliers enforcing the constraints Q = 0.
As usual, this can be conrmed by acting yet again with the covariant derivative on
the above three Bianchi identities. Let us rst list all the constraints we have met:
1. First of all we have the gauge-invariance constraints
QIJA ; QIJm ; QIim ; (3.74)
dened in eqs. (3.63){(3.65).
2. Secondly, we have the global-invariance constraints
QAmIJ ; QAiIm ; (3.75)
dened in eqs. (3.66) and (3.67).
3. Thirdly we have the orthogonality constraints between the three deformation tensors
QmA   ZIm#IA ; (3.76)
QiI  ZimZIm ; (3.77)
Qmn  ZimZin : (3.78)
4. Next, we have the constraints relating the gauge transformations to the d-tensors
QIJK  X(IJK)   ZJmdmIK ; (3.79)
QImn  XImn + 2dnIJZJm + ZindiIm ; (3.80)
QIij   XIij   2Z(ijmdjj)Im ; (3.81)
5. Finally, we have the constraints that related the d-tensors amongst them via the
massive deformations Z
Qimn  diI [mjZIjn] + Zipdpmn ; (3.82)
QIJmn  1
2
di(IjmdijJ)n + dmnpdpIJ + 3d[mjIJKZKjn] ; (3.83)

















From eq. (3.70) we get
@QIJA
@#KB


















DM Iij + F IGij = 0 : (3.85)
From eqs. (3.71) and (3.72) we get very similar equations which guarantee the consis-
tency of the whole construction of the tensor hierarchy that we have carried out in this
section.
4 Gauge-invariant action for the 1-, 2- and 3-forms
The Bianchi identities of the full tensor hierarchy give rise to the equations of motion of
the electric elds of the theory upon use of the duality relations (on-duality-shell). For
eld strengths of the 6-,5-, 4-forms they are given by
KA =   ? j()A ; ~FI =MIJ ? F J ; ~Hm = ?MmnHn : (4.1)
For the eld strengths of the magnetic 3-forms they are given by
Ga = Ra ; (4.2)
whereRa has been dened in eq. (1.5). Finally, the eld strength of the 7-forms is, according
to refs. [10, 13], dual to the derivatives of the gauge-invariant scalar potential with respect





This identity follows from the scalar equation of motion in presence of a scalar potential








which implies, after multiplication by the embedding tensor #I
A, the gauge-invariance of
the scalar potential.
In general, the equations of motion are combinations of dierent Bianchi identities
on-duality-shell. In order to determine the combinations that correspond to the equations
of motion we have to examine which combinations of Bianchi identities satisfy the Noether
identities associated to the gauge invariances of the theory.
To start with, we need to introduce some notation for the Bianchi identities. This has
been done in appendix B.2. These Bianchi identities are related by a hierarchy of identities
that are obtained by taking the covariant derivative of those with lower rank, as we have

















Now, let us assume that a standard gauge-invariant action for the 0-formsM (or x), 1-
forms AI , 2-forms Bm and electric 3-forms C
a exists. This means that the Bianchi identities
B(Q);B(c]) and B(DM);B(F I);B(Hm);B(Ga) are satised, at least up to duality rela-
tions. The kinetic terms of the electric elds are written in terms of the gauge-invariant eld
strengths and this implies that the magnetic elds Ca; ~B
m must necessarily occur in the ac-
tion, albeit not as dynamical elds: their equations of motion will be trivial on-duality-shell.
Under these assumptions, the identities satised by the non-trivial Bianchi identities
(i.e. those involving the magnetic eld strengths) take the simplied form29
DB(Hm)  ZamGa = 0 ; (4.5)
DB(Ga)  ZamB( ~Hm) = 0 ; (4.6)
DB( ~Hm) + daImB(Ga)F I + ZImB( ~FI) = 0 ; (4.7)
DB( ~FI) + 2dmIJB( ~Hm)F J   daImB(Ga)Hm + #IAB(KA) = 0 : (4.8)
If such an action exists, its invariance with respect to gauge transformations with pa-
rameters m; i; m; 
I will imply that the equations of motion satisfy, o-shell, associated
Noether identities. Up to the eld equations of ~Bm and Ca which are assumed to be

































































= 0 : (4.12)
Comparing directly with the above identities satised by the Bianchi identities, we
conclude that, up to dualities, the equations of motion of the electric elds are related to
















B(Ga)+dmIJAJB( ~Hm) ; (4.14)
S
Bm
= B( ~Hm) ; (4.15)
S
Ca
= B(Ga) : (4.16)

















This identication determines completely the eld theory. For instance, the equation





=mNab ? Gb + <eNabGb

+ daI
mF IHm   ZamMmn ? Hn ; (4.17)
etc.
Can we write an action gauge-invariant action for the electric elds x; AI ; Bm and C
a
from which these equations of motion follow, up to duality relations? We can follow the
step-by-step procedure used in ref. [13] for the 5- and 6-dimensional cases. This procedure
consists in considering rst an action S(0) containing only the gauge-invariant kinetic terms
for the all the electric potentials x; AI ; Bm; C
a and start adding the necessary Chern-
Simons terms S(1); S(2); : : : to obtain the equations of motion of all the potentials occurring
in S(0) in order of decreasing rank: ~Bm; Ca; Ca; Bm; A
I . At the rst step it will be necessary
to introduce terms S(1) containing ~Bm but no new terms containing this potential will be
introduced in the following steps. At the second step we will introduce terms S(2) containing
Ca (but no ~Bm) and in the following steps we will not introduce any more terms containing
it and so on and so forth.
We will not carry this procedure to the end because in eight dimensions the number
of Chern-Simons terms involving just 2- and 1-form potentials is huge and its structure is
very complicated. Nevertheless we are going to check that everything works as expected
for the potentials of highest rank ~Bm; Ca; Ca and we are going to nd that only under
certain conditions the action we are looking for exists.
Our starting point is, therefore, the action
S(0) =
Z 
  ? 1R+ 1
2
GxyDx ^ ?Dy + 1
2










where we have added a scalar potential V (). This action gives
S(0)
 ~Bm
=  ZamRa : (4.19)
















=  Zam(Ra  Ga) : (4.21)
The equation for Ca that follows from S(0) + S(1) is
(S(0) + S(1))
Ca

















and, comparing with eq. (4.17), we see that the term +daI
mF IHm is missing and we must












Observe that ~Bm does not appear in this term and its equation of motion is, therefore,
not modied by it. However in this term or in any other similar term the only part of
daI
mZbm that can occur is the antisymmetric one d[ajImZjb]m while in the term +daImF IHm
both the antisymmetric and the symmetric parts occur. The only way in which we can get




XI ab = 0 : (4.24)
Under this assumption, which will also prove crucial to obtain the equations of motion of
other elds, the equation of motion of Ca is eq. (4.17), as we wanted.
The equation of the magnetic potential Ca, which should be trivial on-duality-shell
which follows from the action we have constructed is




Mmn ? Hn  D ~Bm + dbImF ICb
i
: (4.25)





















where  ~Hm is the part of the eld strength ~Hm that only contains 1-form potentials
and their exterior derivatives. Observe that neither ~Bm nor Ca appear in this term and,
therefore, their equations of motion are not modied. Observe also that we are facing
here the same problem we faced in getting the equation of motion of Ca: only d[bjImZ ja]m
can enter the action while the equation of motion contains also the symmetric part. The
solution to this problem is the same: we demand
d(ajImZ jb)m =  1
2
XI
ab = 0 : (4.27)
Using eqs. (4.24) and (4.27) The equation of motion of Bm that follows from the action
S(0) +   + S(3) can be put in the form
(S(0) +   + S(3))
Bm
=   D(Mmn ? Hn) + daImF IGa   daImF IRa


















mF IGa + daI [mjZIjn]BnGa


















The expression in brackets in the r.h.s. is identical to B( ~Hm) up to dualities and up to
the term dmIJKF
IJK . The next term vanishes on-duality-shell and the remaining terms
should be eliminated. Observe that in the terms that need to be eliminated and introduced
neither ~Bm nor Ci occur (they only depend on Bm; A
I and their derivatives) and, therefore,
their equations of motion will not be modied.
5 Conclusions
Following the same procedure as in refs. [7, 13], in this paper we have constructed the most
general 8-dimensional theory with gauge symnmetries and with at most two derivatives:
eld strengths (up to 6-forms), all the Bianchi identities and duality relations satised by
all the eld strengths (up to the 9-forms30), and the equations of motion of the fundamental
elds. We have shown that they are characterized by a small number of invariant tensors
(d-tensor, embedding tensor # and massive deformations Z) that satisfy certain constraints
that relate them among themselves and to the structure constants and generators of the
global symmetry group, which has to act on the n3 3-form potentials of the theory as a
subgroup of Sp(2n3;R).
We have found that the Bianchi identities satised by the 7-form eld strengths (dual
to the generalized Noether-Gaillard-Zumino current) have the general form predicted in
ref. [28], although in this case it is very dicult to nd the explicit form of the 7-form eld
strengths.
We have constructed an action from which one can derive all the equations of motion
except for those of the 1-form potentials because identifying the terms that only contain
1-forms becomes extremely complicated and time-consuming.
This general result can be applied to any 8-dimensional theory with a given eld
content, d-tensors dening Chern-Simons interactions and global symmetry group, such as
maximal d = 8 supergravity.
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A Summary of relations for the generic ungauged, massless Abelian d =
8 theory
A.1 Field strengths
F I = dAI : (A.1)
Hm = dBm   dmIJF IAJ ; (A.2)
Gi = dCi + diI




IF JAK ; (A.3)
~Hm = d ~Bm + diI
mCiF

























































dF I = 0 ; (A.6)
dHm =  dmIJF IJ ; (A.7)
dGi = diI
mF IHm ; (A.8)
d ~Hm = diI
mGiF
I + dmnpHnp ; (A.9)
d ~FI = 2dmIJF














ijWjkGk ; or G+a =  N abGb+ ; (A.12)
? ~Hm = MmnHn ; (A.13)
? ~FI =  MIJF J ; (A.14)




















B Summary of relations for the gauged theory
B.1 Field strengths





JK + ZI mBm ; (B.1)







Gi = DCi + diIn
















  Zim ~Hm ; (B.3)
~Hm = D ~Bm   diImF ICi + dmnpBn
 

































+ZIm ~AI ; (B.4)
B.2 Bianchi identities














DLim +Gi ~Hm +W imM
i
; (B.7)
B(KA) = DKA   TAIJF J ~FI   TAmn ~HnHm + 1
2
TA ijG
ij   YA]L] ; (B.8)
B( ~FI) =  
h
D ~FI 2dmIJF J ~Hm diImGiHm+2dmIJKF JKHm+#IAKA
i
; (B.9)
B( ~Hm) =  
h









DHm + dmIJF IJ   ZimGi ; (B.12)
B(F I) =   DF I   ZImHm ; (B.13)
B(DM) =   DDM+ F I#IAAM ; (B.14)
B(c]) = Dc] ; (B.15)
B(Q) = Q : (B.16)
Here ] labels the deformation parameters and  the constraints, as discussed in sec-

















B.3 Identities of Bianchi identities
DB(F I)  ZImB(Hm) = 0 ; (B.17)
DB(Hm)  2dmIJF IB(F J) + ZimGi = 0 ; (B.18)
DB(Gi)  diIm
B(Hm)F I +HmB(F I)  ZimB( ~Hm) = 0 ; (B.19)
DB( ~Hm)  diIm
B(Gi)F I +GiB(F I)+ 2dmnpB(Hn)Hp
 3dmIJKB(F I)F JK + ZImB( ~FI) = 0 ; (B.20)
DB( ~FI) + 2dmIJ
h







2B(F J)FKHm + F JKB(Hm)

+ #I
AB(KA) = 0 ; (B.21)
DB(KA) + TAIJ
h






B( ~Hn)Hm + ~HnB(Hm)
i
+ TA ijG
iB(Gj) + YA]B(L]) = 0 : (B.22)
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